Populism and Social Media: an Introduction into Meta-Theory¹

In the introduction, we discuss theories and theoretical perspectives on social media. On the one hand, we show some problematic aspects of emerging theories and theoretical perspectives and on the other hand, we show the relative usefulness of some older communication and sociological theories. Then we briefly discuss populism from communication and sociological perspectives. In the next part, we provide an overview of theories and theoretical and empirical perspectives on the role played by social media, and in particular FB, in communication of populist political parties and leaders. We discuss structural opportunity factors for populist communication and summarise findings that confirm that different types of social media have different impacts in political communication by populists as well as among different audiences. There also is consensus that social media do not cause populism but rather create an opportunity for easier, cheap and fast dissemination of populist messages. Furthermore, we identify theories and findings related and relevant to networks in general, and political networks on social media in particular. Finally, we present an emerging theory on populism and social media.
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This chapter explores theoretical thoughts and empirical findings that guided our research on social media research in general, and media sources shared on Facebook (FB) and networking on FB by populist leaders and populist parties in selected European countries’ case studies in particular. We preferred a more focused analytical approach. In other words, instead of using the traditional approach that each case study discusses a bit of theory and a bit of methodology – inevitably either very superficially, or at the cost of missing broader context, or possibly contradictory or at least incoherently — we have attempted to concentrate relevant parts. Therefore, we took advantage of publishing collections of case studies and attempted to present a rela-
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tively complex and coherent joint theoretical framework. Fundamentally, we compare existing or rather emerging and evolving theories and theoretical perspectives with some of our empirical findings or with experiences gained while conducting research.

*Khan, Lee, Park & Park (2015)* analysed the networked structure of theories in social sciences represented by co-occurrences on the web. They found that there are these distinct clusters of theories of communication (some theories belong to more than just a single cluster, in particular network theory): Mass media theories (such as Uses and Gratification, Agenda Setting), Interpersonal communication and relationship theories (such as Network theory or Symbolic Interactionism), Communication process theories (e.g. Network theory, framing, priming), Language and linguistics theories (e.g. Argumentation theory), Public relations, advertising, marketing, and consumer behavior theories (central is Attribution theory), Communication and information technology theories (e.g. Computer mediated communication, Network theory, Social Presence, Conceptual Design, Adaptive Structuration theory), Media, culture, and society theories (e.g. Dependency theory, Cultivation theory) (*Khan, Lee, Park, & Park 2015*). Apparently, the network theory and analysis (they did not mention the adjective „social“) is somehow cross-fertilising across some of these clusters of theories. Moreover, Adaptive Structuration theory seems to somehow overlap with the Network Theory. Adaptive Structuration theory is focused on the types of structures that are produced by modern communication technologies and the structures that emerge when people interact through these technologies. Thus, we need to focus on Social (Media) network theory as our key analytical tool, accompanied by some relevant secondary theories such as Adaptive Structuration theory.

There are two distinct approaches to social network analysis (*Himelboim 2017*). First, there is a sociocentric network approach that focuses on the quantification of ties between users within a defined group or domain. This is the key research method of our case studies, reflected in our focus on mutually shared links among selected populist leaders or parties and their affiliated „friends“ or „followers“.

Second, an egocentric (i.e., personal) network approach focused on a node and the relationships surrounding this node. This may be seen as reflected in our focus on assumed affinity among populist leaders and parties towards alternative, mainly media, sources on FB. In general, it also reflects the primary level of connections on FB. We used this approach in another research.

We shall discuss the network theories and approaches in detail in the section below. However, we shall attempt to identify relevant secondary theories that can be utilised for supporting or expanding the network theory. The overview by Kapoor, Tamilmani, Rana et al (*2018*) of 132 publications on social media and social networking found that 17 theories were used by about 50 authors and co-authors. Relatively most frequently was used social exchange theory (six times). This clearly suggests that there is no consensus about the most suitable theory – maybe it is impossible, considering variety of general topics researched (from marketing to psychology) and social media types (18, with FB being relatively most frequently researched). Relatively often used social exchange theory does not seem to be relevant for us – or only at a very high level of abstraction.
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2 In selected information society journals on social media and social networking published between 1997 and 2017.
3 People consider the potential benefits and risks of social relationships.
Perhaps we should come back to another more general theory. Mason and Carr (2021) have suggested to apply traditional social penetration theory\(^4\) for developing theoretical framework related to „interpersonal relational maintenance in computer-mediated communication“\(^.\) Yet the authors acknowledge differences between the experiences of face-to-face and computer mediated interactions. In our view, this theory may be useful for explaining certain psychological aspects of political or other forms of social communication. However, it also very much overlaps with further discussed and older but arguably more suitable Uses and Gratification theory.

Qi, Monod, Fang and Deng (2018) presented an interesting analysis of application of philosophy theories to social media analysis, namely Goffman’s presentation of the self\(^5\), Bourdieu’s theory of social capital\(^6\), Sartre’s existential vision\(^7\), and Heidegger’s “shared-world”\(^8\). They found that compared to Goffman and Bourdieu, the theories of Sartre and Heidegger may be more relevant for social media analysis because they were not written from an economic perspective but are more down to earth.

In contrast, for our analytical purpose, Bourdieu’s theory of social capital and Goffman’s presentation of the self seemed to be quite useful. In particular, Bourdieu’s conceptualization is grounded in the theory of symbolic power which can be interpreted as actual or virtual resources. Thus, his theory is directly related to political communication in general, and populist online political communication in particular, and very much relevant for social media today.

In the case of Goffman’s theory, the central idea is that people, as they interact together in social settings, are constantly engaged in the process of „impression management“\(^.\) Crossman (2019). It is difficult to imagine any other current communication tool than social media that would allow very little regulated impression management on a grand scale, at high speed and with immediate feedback.

Yet both Bourdieu’s and Goffman’s theories can be subsumed under one of the (broader) communication and information technology theories discussed earlier. In particular, it is Social Presence Theory\(^9\) and, possibly, for Goffman’s theory – also Uses and Gratification theory.

Van Dijk’s thoughts on social media (2011) are also an influential contribution. He supported a more decentralised and democratic vision of social media. In his view, the evolution of the four information traffic patterns\(^10\) involves a shift towards local units. Yet Van Dijk saw this move towards local units as an opportunity only. In any case, the qualities of such public consultations or conversations are indeed doubtful. Furthermore, Van Dijk argued that social media causes a shift in regulation towards merger of allocution, consultation, registration and conversation. Indeed,
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\(^4\) Social penetration theory is based on self-disclosure, reciprocal exchange, and on considering the effect of environmental and situational contexts on interpersonal interactions.

\(^5\) He uses the imagery of theatre in order to portray the importance of the nuances and significance of face-to-face social interactions.

\(^6\) Social capital enables a person to exert power on the group or individual.

\(^7\) Only by existing and acting a certain way do we give meaning to our lives.

\(^8\) In essence, that world is a context of meaningful relationships.

\(^9\) The ability of communication media have to transmit social cues. The level of social presence influences the quality of virtual interactions and outcomes.

\(^10\) Allocution, consultation, registration and conversation.
our research shows that this merger creates new challenges for policy makers as we discuss in the Policy Discussion Section.

Blumler (2015) has attempted at rather challenging but needed task – to provide synthesis of core theories of political communication. This could perfectly fit into our research focus. He argued, although with some doubts, that Chadwick’s (2013) concept of the Hybrid Media System is the most integrative of the digital media theories. Chadwick’s theory includes a political information cycle instead of traditional news cycle; change of power relations among political actors, in particular elites and non-elites (which is ideal for study of populism); and cooperation between “old” and “new” journalistic voices. Finally, there is a multivariate attention to political communications (Blumler 2015). Yet this – allegedly the most integrative theory – seems to be more description of reality than explanation of it. It is also strange that we could not identify this theory among clusters of media theories discussed above.

As can be seen, and will be discussed further, many available theories are either too general, or, when confronted with empirical findings, do not survive the test without accepting certain limitations or exceptions. There are some unifying or rather (almost) universal theories that belong to more groups or clusters such as Network Theory. There are also authors who prefer to call a theory according to an original author, while others prefer to use more generic names of theories. In general, there are perhaps too many theories. Moreover, some of them are not really theories since they do not explain but rather describe. In fact, some empirical findings discussed further allow us to create proto-theory explaining emerging relationships between populism and social media.

Anyway, the overall concept of network applied to social media analysis is certainly useful. Moreover, as mentioned, some older theories may be used for theoretical justification of social media analyses, too. These include Uses and Gratification Theory (for explaining „followers“ and „likes“), Social Presence Theory (for explaining „likes“ with regard to shared contributions and emoticons) and Cultivation Theory (from the perspective of echo chambers, fake news, hoaxes and impact in general).

In the next pages, first, we define populism. It is a widely discussed term that has different meanings.

Second, we synthesize the most recent or most important research done in this area. The key question we asked was „What role do social media play, and in particular FB, in the communication of populist political parties and politicians? What does research tell us on this topic?“

Third, we tried to summarise theories related to populists and their linking or sharing or just referring to media on FB or elsewhere on social media.

Fourth, we attempted to identify theories and findings related to political networks on social media, more specifically, networks created by political parties and politicians on social media, in particular on FB.

It should be mentioned that this is, inevitably, a limited review – there are too many studies, including books, already available, and many of them are available in local languages. This is nonetheless of the fact that, as Moffitt (2018, p.33) believes, „the first concerted and comparative effort to explicitly track populism’s relationship with social media can perhaps be identified as the UK think-tank Demos’ 2011 project on ‘digital populism’ in Europe. Thus, it is about
a decade old tradition of research on social media and populism. This first project examined and profiled the FB supporters of populist parties in several European countries. Their sample of the FB fans from populist parties/movements overlapped with our sample only in two, or three cases respectively, mentioned in this volume: the FB fans of (then) the Front National (‘National Front’; France), (then) Lega Nord (‘Northern League’; Italy) and CasaPound Italia – street protest movement (Italy) – the last movement is mentioned in Policy Discussion Section. We mention older findings relevant for these three cases in the section II of this chapter. Before presenting the results relevant for these three particular populist/protest movements, general findings seem to be relevant, too. Thus, it was found that online supporters of examined populist parties\(^{11}\) (mostly from Western Europe in 2009) were „disgruntled democrats“ – they overwhelmingly believed that voting is relevant, and were against violence. However, these supporters of populists did not believe in the efficacy of current politics. Moreover, there were high levels of disillusionment with mainstream politicians, and greater trust in leaders who spoke their mind (Bartlett – Birdwell – Littler 2011, p.20). This leads us to the issue of populism.

**Research Overview I – What is Populism About?**

Fundamentally, the characteristics of populism manifest themselves as the co-occurrence of what is seen as the core of populism at manifest level (the unequivocal opposition between people and elite and expressing directly an alleged general will of the homogeneous people) and their articulation in a specific communication style – by definition not consensual, and seemingly rather direct, open, and allegedly fair (Wodak 2015, Kriesi 2018, Neumann-Ernst 2019). In other words, populism uses a specific discursive approach for communicating rather unorthodox (challenging) political ideas. More precisely and normatively less-value loaded, Norris (2020, p.2) considers populism as “a rhetoric about legitimate authority and where power should rightfully lie.“ This latter definition is in line with the majority of causes of populism identified, and found among claims of populists that justify their mission, in the Comparative Part of our research. However, we also added that there must be missing a clear, and relatively consistent ideology such as communist or fascist ones. Otherwise we are unable to differentiate among various ideological streams that also use populist rhetoric as defined above. Moreover, among structural conditions, there must be present (not necessarily publicly recognized and acknowledged) a general moral-political crisis. Furthermore, there may or may not be at the same time populist rhetoric, populist policies and populist party. A party may use populist rhetoric only occasionally (especially when it is in opposition, or during an election campaign). Indeed, as put by Albertini (n.d.), whether a party is populist (mainly in its rhetoric) may depend on the time span, on the media used and in the particular time span in which the detection is conducted and whether the party is in office or in opposition. It should be noted here that we actually faced an interesting

\(^{11}\) As authors wrote, many of these groups often combined elements of left-wing and right-wing ideology, mixed with populist rhetoric. They had in common a deep concern about maintaining national (and sometimes European) identity, which they saw as under threat from high levels of immigration.
conundrum in one of our case studies. Tsipras, allegedly Greek populist leader, did not show features of populist communication rhetoric on FB.

**Why is there support for populist parties?**

Most explanations examining why people in general vote for populist parties in Western Europe emphasised either economic grievances, or disillusionment grievances and/or immigration grievances (Benfield – Howard – Morris 2011, p.43). However, non-representative online survey among FB fans of populist parties suggested that the vast majority of respondents supported populist parties because they identified with their policy offerings (Benfield, Howard and Morris 2011, p.55). Fundamentally, „a desire to protect national and cultural identity is a more important factor in explaining PPAM12 support than economic grievances, and is perhaps the principal driving force behind concerns about immigration“ (Benfield – Howard – Morris 2011, p.55).

There are some regional specifications. For example, Schakel et al (2017) argue that dissatisfied voters instead of casting ballots for opposition, prefer to vote for new alternatives in Eastern Europe.

In general, support for populism is very much country and period specific. It usually reflects failure of political institutions, including major political parties, from both coalition and (at the moment) opposition) to govern the country in a proper way.

Thus, “In other words, it appears that what matters for voters is not that much typical populist appeal as used at an abstract level (“Manichean worldview,” “indivisible people,” “general will,” “people-centrism,” and “anti-elitism”), but, rather very transparent, clearly stated, simple, and radical (in a sense, different from the mainstream at least in their rhetorical dimension) party opinions on certain topical political issues.” (Školkay 2020, p.45).

**Research Overview II – What role do social media play, and in particular FB, in communication of populist political parties and politicians?**

In general, as put by Esser et al (2019), “a whole range of contextual factors influence […] the use of populist communication […]“ Similarly, Postill (2019) argued that: “to understand the link between social media and the recent rise of populism we need a global, comparative approach that carefully scrutinises claims about the effects of new media technologies on political change.” Furthermore, Lipiński (n.d.) after extensive research on this issue came to the conclusion that social media just provide a „window of opportunity“. Thus, apparently, we are still in search of answers to this fundamental question. What follows here is just a blueprint of emerging theory.

There is a consensus that we have witnessed a fundamental change in the role of intermediaries (the legacy media) between parties, governments and citizens as well as other stakeholders, after development of the Internet in general (since early 1990s), and social media in particular
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(since 2000s). The traditional gate-keeping role of legacy media has been superseded by a model that allows a direct (more often uni-directional) communication relationship between politicians and voters. In addition to direct or not that much mediated communication (keeping in mind the role of platform policies and local legislation), there is a polarisation of voters also as a result of easy and cheap simplification and amplification of messages (Moreno 2020). Dittrich (2017) has suggested that polarisation is due mainly to two factors: inadvertently, ‘polarisation by design’, due to algorithms; and ‘by manipulation’, or conscious polarisation. Neudert and Marchal (2019) add that both forms or tools of polarisation can, occasionally, merge when political (but also business and military) actors increasingly turn to ‘bot networks’ (that can be humans or machines) to amplify their propaganda, criticise adversaries or intimidate critics, often with ‘micro-targeting’. Furthermore, there is the logic of virality (‘network-enhanced word of mouth’ – a viral diffusion), competing with, or facilitated by the echo-chamber environment (where political attitudes are confirmed and amplified) and further created or facilitated through the filter bubbles (which pre-select consonant content). This is what Mazzoleni and Bracciale (2018, p.3) call „hyper-mediatisation of populist communication“. We have witnessed this impact of virality during the 2020 election campaign before general elections in Slovakia. As discussed in the country case study, at that time, two videos became viral, and, arguably, led to an unexpected and impressive victory of one of the populist challengers within an already highly polarised society.

Yet, polarisation is not necessarily a universal result in political communication, nor is it caused exclusively by social media communication. For example, there is no evidence that the mainstream parties in Germany showed a tendency to rely more strongly on populist communication on FB between 2014-2016 (Schwarzbözl – Fatke 2017). Moreover, it should be mentioned that some populists are not very keen on using social media, while others use it in highly effective and innovative ways (Moffitt 2018, p.38). As will be shown in our case studies, there are indeed more cases when populists relied heavily on social media and rather exceptions when populists did not like/use communication on social media, like the case of Jaroslaw Kaczynski in Poland. Yet social media can help to get a substantial boost by lowering costs of disseminating information for new entrants in politics (thus not only for populists) with relatively low cost and wider reach (Petrova – Sen – Yildirim 2020).

Although some may believe that social media is an easy to use tool for populists, in fact, Bracciale, Andretta & Martella (2021) found that the popularity and success of populism on social media is the result of multiple factors: political positioning (challenger vs. incumbent), platform characteristics (demographics and usage), and communication strategies. For example, Neumann-Ernst (2019, p.39) believes that in the case of the first and the last issue, ie the very fact of being a challenger party increases affinity with populism.13 Thus, these parties may rely more on populist communication styles to succeed in elections and gain attention from the media, argues Neumann-Ernst (2019, p.39). Moreover, Neumann-Ernst (2019, p.40) explains that „party extremism and challenger parties are two independent properties that are relevant ex-

13 Challenger parties are perceived to be a threat to the party establishment – they highlight issues that have been neglected or not solved by mainstream parties, they mobilize outside of electoral periods and traditional communication channels, and resort to innovative forms of communication.
planatory factors for populist communication." This thesis supports our selected or preferred party differentiation applied in the Comparative Part where we argued in line with some other researchers that there is a difference between populism as a form of communication and positive attitude towards democracy by a challenger party on the one hand, and an extremist party that just employs populist rhetoric and is anti-democratic or, in that wider sense, anti-system party, on the other hand.

Fundamentally, Bracciale, Andretta & Martella (2021) also argue that populist communication should be addressed as a whole when seeking to identify its effects on online engagement. Similarly, Neumann-Ernst (2019) found that populist communication in general is dependent on merging of opportunity structures such as communication on social media, the level of party (rhetorical) radicalism or extremism and/or a high affinity to populism related (often silent) issues such as undocumented migration. Indeed, Dittrich (2017) found that for example popularity of *Podemos* on social networks seemed to have reached its peak in March 2017 and was in steady decline since then.

**Structural Opportunity Factors for Populist Communication**

Neumann-Ernst (2019, p.41) identified the two structurally determined opportunity factors for populism to which we added some additional ones.

First, the lower the degree of journalistic or other (e.g. platform policies or governmental interventions) interference in a communication conditions, the greater the potential for unrestricted populism. She therefore argued that populist communication is highest in social media (channel with low level of interference), followed by talk shows (channel with medium intervention) and news media (channel with heavy intervention). One could argue that „alternative news media“ – understood as those positioned „as correctives of the mainstream news media, as expressed in editorial agendas or statements and/or are perceived as such by their audiences or third-parties“ (Holt – Ustad Figenschou – Frischlich 2019), could be in this sense located between social media and talk shows, or, at least, between talk shows and legacy news media. However, this is not true in most cases examined in this research, as we document in our national case studies. This is in itself a surprising finding, considering the seemingly natural affinity of both entities – there is “alternative” media and there also is “alternative” (populist) politics.

Second, Neumann-Ernst (2019) suggests that the articulation of political issues with a high affinity to populism should foster the utilization of populist communication. These issues most recently included topics such as immigration, regionalism, corruption and crime, European integration (too fast and too deep process) and/or perceived relative poverty and felt economic insecurity, persisting or only slightly shrinking regional differences in the standard of living, all the most often emphasized salient issues by populist actors, especially on social media (Neumann-Ernst 2019, Pauhofová, Stehlíková, Staněk and Páleník 2018, Sharma 2016).

Third, there is the electoral volatility in many European countries which leads to personalisation of politics (Schakel et al. 2017). For example, in the case of Poland, the conditions strengthening the populist actors include flux in voting behavior and low level of party affiliation. As
a result, there is a pool of electorate available for new political challengers with the ideological incoherence and anti-political attitudes (Lipinski and Stepinska 2019).

Moreover, there are some facilitating factors at the level of media systems or electoral systems. For example, there is a strong position of the tabloid newspaper Fakt in the Polish media market that provides favorable conditions for disseminating populist messages. Furthermore, there is a strong political polarization alongside a high level of political parallelism of the Polish media system. There is a journalistic culture that cherishes critical attitudes towards those in power. It covers populism but also produces such messages by some journalists and media outlets (Stepinska – Lipiński – Piontek – Hess 2020, p.211).

With regard to the electoral system, it has been argued that for example Slovakia’s unique (at least regionally) electoral system (a single electoral district for all nation-wide elections) has facilitated personalisation of politics (even without considering the role of social media). As a result, leaders of political parties or their executive committees, play a decisive role in selection of candidates (Lichý 2016).

**Different Types of Social Media Have Different Impacts and Purpose in Political Communication**

In general, it matters whether one gets political information through social media or via more traditional sources present on the web, especially for the low educated (Fortunato and Pecoraro 2020). In that sense, McLuhan was right – the medium is (also) the message (for certain audiences).

While both FB and Twitter show several opportunity structures that enhance the potential for populist communication, in particular as mentioned, the possibility of fully circumventing traditional gatekeepers (the legacy media) and almost the full autonomy of speech and issue framing (however, as discussed further in the volume in Policy Discussion Section, there is actually increasing intervention from FB and other actors in this area), FB was the stronger predictor of populist communication. This explains the preference of populist politicians for FB in their communication (Neumann-Ernst 2019, Ernst et al 2017). Furthermore, Jacob, Sandberg and Spierings (2020) found that FB was used by populists primarily to activate anger among citizens, while Twitter was more often used to name and shame journalists or media publicly.

Interestingly, Lipiński (n.d., p.89) discusses „at least two paradoxes that emerge from research”. First, there is the “the paradox of alternative and second, “the paradox of interactivity”. By the first paradox, Lipiński understands that legacy media still remain key reference point for populist parties and movements. By the second paradox, Lipiński believes that populist entities use the social media in the same way as legacy media, preferring top-down communication. However, some country case studies, like the two Slovak populist leaders (Matovič and Kollár) show that populists, especially when in opposition, have no problem to communicate with their supporters, and, occasionally, opponents, rather actively and directly on FB.

Finally, it seems that there may be a trend that viral posts are evolving from text-based to image-based and to primarily video-based (Larsson 2020).
Examples of Utilising Social Media for Protest/Radical/Populist Movements

Moffitt (2018) identified three major ‘episodes’ of populists’ use of social media from the late 2000s onwards. These were the emergence of the US Tea Party, and particularly its novel usage of online forums and FB groups as organising platforms since 2009. Second, it was followed by Beppe Grillo and his virtual political movement Movimento 5 Stelle (M5S) in the same year. M5S could be seen as a hybrid movement-party that relies heavily on social media as a platform for organisation and ‘e-democracy’. It was actually followed by the Spanish hybrid populist movement-party Podemos. Yet Podemos went further, experimenting with participatory platforms like Loomio (an online decision-making platform), and embracing Reddit as a virtual ‘Plaza Podemos’ for online conversation. Third episode of populist social media use came with former US President Donald Trump’s campaign in 2015. As it is generally well-known, once in office, Trump relied heavily on Twitter as a communication tool. We discuss more examples of innovative use of social media further in the case studies, including examples of using virtual reality – the hologram – by Jean-Luc Mélenchon in France in 2017, or TikTok by Jaroslaw Kaczyński in Poland in 2020.

Research Overview III – Theories about populists linking or sharing or just referring to media on FB or elsewhere on social media

First, we present an alternative theoretical perspective – than those already mentioned – on the role of social media for populists – more focused on broader social impact. For this purpose, Kidd and McKintosh (2016) summarised three theoretical roles of social media in social movements (the latter can be understood for our purpose as populist political parties, or indeed, movements): techno-optimism, techno-pessimism and techno-ambivalence. Techno-optimism emphasises the potential of (social) media to contribute to solving social or political problems. It may also point at the aptness of social media to connect individuals with similar or identical goals. This latter statement provided an explanation how this categorisation fits here.

Techno-pessimism considers the perspective of (social) media to facilitate production and dissemination of hyperbolic and exaggerated messages, including echo chambers, fake news and hoaxes. It may also increasingly reflect the ability of authoritarian governments to control information flow in the online world. Finally, it may reflect gate-keeping free communication opportunity created for populist movements and individuals (if these are seen normatively negatively as is the case usually).

In techno-ambivalence, there are acknowledged the (be that positive or negative or mixed) limited impacts of (social) media. We followed this latter approach, and, indeed, we also provide evidence of such ambiguous occurrences. This latter approach can also be called cyber-realism (Morozov 2011) – the significant catalysts for social change remain social, political and economic developments, acts of individuals and groups, enabled or hampered by structural conditions and not social media alone.
Indeed, as mentioned, some older media theories (based on study of legacy media) such as Uses and Gratifications Theory – for explaining „followers“ and „likes“ (Katz – Blumler – Gurevitch 1973)\(^{14}\), Social Presence Theory (for explaining „likes“ with regard to shared contributions and other emoticons) and Cultivation Theory\(^{15}\) may be still be seen as having analytical value for general social media analysis and theoretical underpinnings. In particular, with the exception of Social Presence Theory, all these theories were found to be useful for the Facebook Influence Model (FIM) developed by Moreno and Koff (2015), one that tackles specifically FB. Moreno and Koff (2015), based on these older theories, newly developed four domains within their FIM: connection, comparison, identification, and FB as an experience (or Immersive Experience Domain). These domains may also be seen as reflecting to different degree sharing and reference experiences.

From the perspective of Connection, FB provides and enhances peer communication, networking and connection (Moreno and Koff 2015). In that sense it best reflects Uses and Gratification theory because there are already at least three key theoretical benefits for users. This also brings it closest to our research goals – namely to map the connections between populists and different types of media sources.

The Comparison Domain merges both Uses and Gratification Theory as well as Cultivation theory. However, it is perhaps less relevant here. It is relevant only in a sense that followers of leaders and parties may find emotional support and mutual ideological or negative emotional affinity – as it has indeed been proven in the case of using FB.

Identification Domain reflects on user’s identity through a profile. This is relevant for us from the perspective of assessing identity or the profiles of populist leaders and their movements/parties. This can be interesting to explore in the case of more permanent “liking” of some persons, events, or institutions.

FB as experience, or Immersive Experience Domain is close to Media Ecology Theory.\(^{16}\) It should be perhaps noted that this theory is in some countries better known as Media Dependency Theory.\(^{17}\) This domain is useful for qualitative analysis, in particular for political psychology. It may have some relevance for studies of electoral campaigns, too.

Plume and Slade (2016) suggested that already discussed Uses and Gratifications theory and Self-construal theory (based on Hofstede’s individualist-collectivist scale) are the best suited to research motivations of sharing in social media. Fundamentally, they claim that the theories that have been used have all elements that can be classified under the Uses and Gratifications theory (Plume – Slade 2016, p.3).

In general, peer influence in online and offline social networks is known to affect opinions and attitude (Williams, McMurray, Kurz, Lambert 2015). In social networks of all types there is the clustering – so called ‘homophily’ – based on similar or identical attributes (McPherson et al

\(^{14}\) It discusses using the media by consumers and satisfaction or not of their needs as a result, see https://www.communicationtheory.org/uses-and-gratification-theory/

\(^{15}\) It sees media having either positive or negative impact on audiences or users, including misperceptions of reality, see Cultivation Theory, https://www.communicationtheory.org/cultivation-theory/

\(^{16}\) The study of media, technology, and communication and how they affect human environments

\(^{17}\) In a nutshell, an extensive use of media generates dependent relation in the audience, see Media Dependency Theory, https://www.communicationtheory.org/media-dependency-theory/
Within social networks, this homophilic interactions aggregate to create partisan groupings also known as already discussed ‘echo-chambers’ (Weaver et al 2018).

It should be mentioned that populist communication is very context sensitive (Rooduijn 2014). There is a lot of research on this topic from different perspectives, e.g. sharing fake news by populists on FB from a legal point (Monti 2018), micro-targeted political ads (Liberini, Redano, Russo, Cuevas, and Cuevas 2020), content of internet memes posted by Dutch right-wing populist FB (Klein 2019). If we focus on Italy and France, these were among populist parties/movements that have been explored from the perspective of their FB fans in 2009 by Bartlett, Birdwell, & Littler (2011). This exploration targeted sociodemographic and ideological motivations of online fans only.

**Research Overview IV – Networks and Networking Theories**

We use and discuss here the concept of network, understood as a set of relationships or ties (which exist with or without social media) between different subjects (like people’s profiles on social media, or offline groups, persons or objects). Typically, in network analysis, the subjects of the analysis are called “nodes” while the ties between them are termed “edges” and they are represented as lines connecting two or more dots, creating a “network” of relations which can be mutual or not, directed or undirected.

If we are interested in who shared a certain news source (for example URL, post, profile), we can build a network around it. The news source will be the node, as well as users who shared it will be represented as individual nodes, and between the two there is a direct connection starting from the sharer and leading to the shared. If the respective news source shares news or posts about the persons who shared it, this is labelled as a mutual relation. The totality of such ties between specific nodes that are subject to analysis form a network. Therefore, it is possible to study the “density” of networks – the amount of direct connections that a node has divided by the total number of possible connections. The more connections a node has, the bigger “centrality” it has in the network. An interesting analogy in this regard is presented by Kadushin (2012) when writing about political actors. If two clusters are connected via a central point – an “ego” and the “ego” leaves, then the clusters don’t have a connection anymore (Kadushin 2012).

Definition of social media networks includes four essential features: users (1) have a unique digital profiles; (2) access digital content through a search tool provided by the platform; (3) there are relational ties; and (4) there is network transparency (Kane, Alavi, Labianca and Borgatti 2014, p.280). It should be noted that rather popular Castell’s (2011) theory of network power has been criticised by Anttiroiko (2015) as problematic since Castell in Anttiroiko’s view

---

18 Castells defined the power in the networking four different categories: 1) Networking Power (focusing on the power of members or organisations within the specific network); 2) Network Power (focusing on the power coming from social interaction process); 3) Networked Power (focusing on a group of specific actors’ power upon other group of other social actors within the network); and, 4) Network-making Power (focusing on the power to programme specific network and the power to switch different networks or forming alliances between dominant actors of various networks).
remained “laconic” about the concept itself. Therefore, Anttiroiko (2015) argues that ‘network’ in Castells’ social theory is not an analytical concept but rather a powerful metaphor. As such, it has no analytical value. There is some additional criticism of Castell’s theory related to his technological determinism and for replacing people or citizens as political agents with the concept of users (Deller 2016).

In contrast, Kane, Alavi, Labianca and Borgatti (2014) contributed by pointing at two key differences between traditional social networks and social media networks. First, the latter technological novelty raised the issue of platform design and related algorithms. Second, there are opportunities that are far above opportunities present in traditional social networks such as visualizing network structure and searching for content in a network without using relational ties.

There are obviously two basic types of fora – open fora and echo chambers (Williams – McMurray, Kurz, Lambert 2015). However, especially in the case of FB there are many so-called „Latent ties“. These are the FB friend lists, or „like“ button, but in fact these are not actively used in case of „friends“ lists (Brown – Michinov 2019). This was indeed found in two case studies – neither Hungarian leader Viktor Orbán, nor Slovak leader Boris Kollár used this tool for more or less permanently „liking“ some persons, events or institutions. Moreover, there is quite a consistent pattern: populists’ online communication is often one-sided, with very little interaction with either followers – or friends (Moffitt 2018, p.37). Some findings suggest that the echo chambers can be challenged by major political events, ideology, and intra-party tension that transcend party affiliations (Weaver, Williams, Cioroianu, Williams, Coan, Banducci 2018).

Conclusion

We explored arguably four key components of studies on social media and populism. First, we explored the substance of populism and populist communication in general. Second, we investigated the role played by social media, and in particular by FB, in communication of populist political parties and politicians. Third, we discussed relevant theories and selected empirical findings on populists linking or sharing or just referring to different media on FB or elsewhere on social media. Finally, we inspected basics about networks and networking theory that is the backbone methodology of our case studies.

We found that there are quite many available theories and theoretical thoughts that, however, do not seem to explain much of the substance of populism and social media (or populist communication in general) but rather describe what is visible. Moreover, some of these theories rely very much on older theories from legacy media field.

We found only one theoretical model – FIM – developed by Moreno and Koff that tackles specifically FB. Yet even these authors based their model on older theories. The FIM conceptualisation may be seen as reflecting to different degree sharing and reference experiences. Moreover, it is still by and large descriptive rather than explanatory.

Nonetheless, there seems to be emerging theory explaining success of populist communication based on empirical research. This theory, based on research by Bracciale, Andretta & Mar-
tella, Neumann-Ernst, Lipinski, Stepinska and others, suggests following basic conditions and structural limitations of populist communication on social media.

First, political positioning of a party/leader: a) challenger vs. Incumbent: being a challenger party increases affinity with populism), b) level of radicalism/extremism: a populist leader must gain attention. Therefore, radicalism combined with demagoguery in rhetoric is the key. Typically, a successful populist leader embodies and unifies major silent worries and wishes of a relevant part of audiences. The test is whether democracy and the rule of law are still seen as the only alternative. Similarly, c) a party that moves into opposition, or that faces election campaign, may turn to populist rhetoric.

Second, platform or social media as well as legacy media characteristics and policies (demographics and usage and platform policies – algorithms, regulations). FB is not accidentally the major populist communication tool in quite many countries. In general, it matters how social media is regulated (if at all), and what are algorithms used by social media (usually, these are market-driven). Surprisingly, alternative media do no play here a crucial role but it seems that alternative media may be replaced by some tabloid media or by captured Public Service media (Hungary, Poland). FB is usually a more suitable tool for populist messages than e.g. Twitter (but there are countries where Twitter is more popular than FB), but in some cases it can be a blog that can serve as populist nucleus (Italy), or even a newsportal (USA) can take such role.

Third, communication strategies: as mentioned, challenger parties or leaders usually rely more on populist communication styles. In that regard, social media or talk-shows remove to a large degree gate-keeping role (although this is changing, e.g. ban on former US president Trump on FB and Twitter). Similarly, party or leader that is ignored by mainstream media (e.g. in Greece both private and public media were captured before Syriza came to power), may try to develop alternative communication strategies and use alternative media. However, these alternative media are usually not those that define themselves as “alternative” but rather e.g. “standard” social media.

It is obvious that the factor of communication strategies may closely overlap with the first factor (political positioning of a party/leader). Similarly, communication strategies may reflect or be impacted by local media policies, i.e. second factor (e.g. already mentioned conundrum faced by Tsipras and Syriza).

Fourth, the degree of electoral volatility and voting patterns, as well as characteristics of electoral system (a single electoral district pushes towards a few personalities instead of more balanced representation and stronger role of more internally democratic party system). Some studies also note differences in voting trends and specific criteria based on regions (e.g. Western Europe and Eastern Europe, see for example Santana, Zagórski & Rama 2020).

Fifth, presence and (a lack of) communication of silent policy issues in a society (such as relative poverty, captured state, undocumented migration, grand corruption, etc). Without this fundamental condition, populism has no chance to succeed.

This can be called the BIG FIVE Factors Theory of Populism and Social Media.

In conclusion, social media do not cause populism but rather create an opportunity for easier, cheaper and faster dissemination of populist messages.
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